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Pre-History: Early English Books Online

Early English Books microfilm series begun by
Eugene Power in 1930s
•

•

University Microfilms founded 1938; filmed holdings
of British libraries threatened by war damage,
1940Bibliographic basis:
•

•

•
•

Alfred W. Pollard and G.R. Redgrave, A short-title catalogue
of books printed in England, Scotland, & Ireland and of
English books printed abroad, 1475-1640
Donald Wing, Short-title catalogue of books printed in
England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and British America, and
of English books printed in other countries, 1641-1700

Early English Books Online (EEBO) published
1998, now available in 1,600+ sites worldwide
128,000+ items filmed and digitised to date

Early European Books: Project Scope

All materials printed in Europe or in European languages,
c.1455-1700
• Successor & complement to EEBO
• Scan in colour from original volumes (not microfilm)
•
•

Scanning on site on library premises
Today’s technology allows capturing every facet of the book

• Long-term commitment
•
•
•

•

Aim: build a library of Western culture over the next 10+ years
EEBO’s 128,000 books will become a subset of Early European
Books
Contribute to and collaborate with the wider network of European
digitisation projects
Add tools to aid teaching, scholarship and user curation

The Collaborative Model
ProQuest funds the creation of digital files and metadata
•
•

ProQuest returns master copies to the source library
Library owns master copies and can use them for facsimiles, digitisation on demand

Free access in many countries where collections are based
•
•
•
•

ProQuest has commercial rights to the collection elsewhere
Royalty paid to Library
Commitment to eventual open access
ProQuest can use geo-IP recognition to provide free access to a single country from
launch

Close consultation between ProQuest, the library and the scanning
company to decide:
•
•
•

Physical location of operation
Logistics of providing books to scan operators
Protocols for book handling

Early European Books: Progress Report

Pilot Phase, 2009-2011
• Smaller collections, selected contents
• The Royal Library, Copenhagen
•
•
•
•

Launched December 2009
Completed April 2010
2,600 books / 500,000 pages
Danish National Collection, 1482-1600 plus
C17 works by Tycho Brahe and Johannes
Kepler

• Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze
•
•
•
•

Launched November 2010
Completing July 2011
3,000 books / 600,000 pages
Aldine Press collection, Postillati, Sacre
Rappresentazione, Incunabula

Christian II New Testament, Leipzig 1524.
Royal Library Copenhagen

Early European Books: Progress Report

Full Implementation, July 2011• Multiple sites in operation
• Combination of national libraries and
specialist research collections
• Not selective
• Digitise entire library holdings
•
•

Regardless of language or place of publication
Prioritise where appropriate

• Opens up new connections between
European national collections
• Collection 3 completed July 2012,
Collection 4 launched October 2012
Petrarca, Trionfi e Canzoniere. Venezia, 1478.
Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze.

Early European Books: Progress Report

Project partners:
• Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze
•
•
•

•

Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Den Haag
•
•

•

Scanning starts July 2011; launching Nov 2011
15,500 books (medicine and science)

Royal Library Copenhagen
•
•

•

Scanning started April 2011; launching July 2011
30–60,000 books and pamphlets

Wellcome Library, London
•
•

•

Entire holdings up to 1700
50,000+ books
Starting with Incunabula and Fondo Magliabechiano

Returning in autumn 2011
20–30,000 books

Bibliotheque Nationale de France
•
•

From 2013
70,000 volumes will be added from the early modern
collection
Den Bloem-Hof van de Nederlantsche Jeught,
Amsterdam, 1608. Koninklijke Bibliotheek.

Pan-European Culture: Astronomy

• Nicolaus Copernicus
– From Torun, Royal Prussia (in Poland).
– De Revolutionibus (Latin, Nuremberg, 1543; EEB
has Basel 1556 edition from BNCF)

• Tycho Brahe
– From Scania (was Denmark, now Sweden)
– De Nova Stella, Latin, Copenhagen, 1573 (EEB
copy from KBDK)

• Johannes Kepler
– From Free Imperial City of Weil der Stadt, in the
Holy Roman Empire
– Epitome astronomiae Copernicanæ, Latin, Linz
(Austria), 1618 (EEB copy from KBDK)

• Galileo Galilei
– From Duchy of Florence
– Discorsi e dimostrazioni matematiche, (Italian,
Leiden, 1638; copy in Wellcome

Tycho Brahe, Astronomiæ instauratæ
mechanica. Wandsbek, 1598. Royal Library,
Copenhagen

Variant Copies and Provenance

• Girolamo Savonarola
– Preacher and ruler of Florence in 1490s, led
the ‘Bonfire of the Vanities’
– Individual printings of sermons and letters
– “La Bibbia del Savonarola”: full of manuscript
notes and drafts of sermons by Fra
Domenico Buonvicini

• Christian II of Denmark
– Exiled Protestant king
– Commissioned the first Nordic-language New
Testament translation
– Portrait by Lucas Cranach, was removed
from most surviving copies

Case Study: Descartes
‘Je pense, donc je suis’
Discours de la methode (French) Published
in Leiden, 1637
[Early European Books copy from Wellcome Library]

‘Cogito ergo sum’
Principia Philosophiae (Latin) Published in
Amsterdam by Elzevir, 1644
[Early European Books copy from KB Netherlands]

‘I think, therefore I am’
A discourse of a method… (English)
Published in London, 1649
[Copy in Early English Books Online]

From French to
English in 12 years,
via Latin – faster than
many modern books.

Variant Copies and Provenance
“La Bibbia del Savonarola”
•
•
•
•

Biblia Latina (Johann Froben, Basel,
1491): more than 200 copies survive in
libraries
This copy, in the BNCF, owned and
annotated by Fra Domenico Buonvicini
Associate of Girolamo Savonarola,
preacher and ruler of Florence in 1490s,
led the ‘Bonfire of the Vanities’
Full of manuscript notes and drafts of
sermons

Many more examples
•
•

Policy to include duplicates unless the
library excludes them
Wellcome Library: books owned by
William Morris, Sir Hans Sloane, John
Dee, Florence Nightingale
Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze

Early European Books: Methods

• Scan in high-resolution colour from original volumes
(not microfilm), 400 dpi, full color
• Include every page:
•

Covers, spines, blank pages, endpapers, loose inserts, foldouts, spines & edges

• Captures vital information about each book:
•
•

Format, ownership, annotations, history of publishing &
readership
Information which is often missing from other microfilm &
scanning projects

• Specialist search and display interface
•

Designed around the specific needs of researchers using rare
books

Early European Books: Methods
• Book handling:
• Fragile valuable items require expert
handling and scanning on site

• Scanning:
•
•
•
•

Manual page turning required
Different sizes of books
Fold-outs
Tight bindings (prism used for 45°
openings)
• Capturing spines and page edges

• Metadata:
• Accurately capturing page features (page
numbering, maps, portraits, marginalia)
• Cataloguing, including copy-specific
information

Numen’s DINAR-VLAD method

Cataloguing

• We retain source
library’s cataloguing
• We add standardised
terms to aid searching
• Longer term: creating full
rare-book MARC
records, as in EEBO

Enhancing EEB: CERL Thesaurus

Created by the Consortium of European Research Libraries (CERL)
•
•

•

Database of variants of place names, author names & printer names
Includes Latin forms and abbreviations (Venetii, Ventiis), historical variants (Venegia,
Veneza), modern European forms (Venice, Venise, Venedig)
Contains 70,000 records

Enhance searchability
•
•

ProQuest’s partnership with CERL allows us to integrate this data into our search
We display one standardised form in the record, but users can search on any variants
and get hits

Contribute to the Thesaurus
•

When we find new variants in the EEB data, we feed this back to CERL for inclusion
in the Thesaurus

Conclusions (so far)

• A viable model which opens up access to national
collections
• A resource with huge benefit for scholars and
students globally
• Allows new discoveries in early modern history
• A specialist approach to capturing and displaying
early modern texts
• Advantage for libraries of working with an
experienced and trusted partner
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What Users Are Saying
“I have seen tears well up in the
eyes of a graduate student as I
introduced the resource…”
-- Ann Bristow, Indiana University, Bloomington

"I just wanted to say that
Early English Books Online
is one of the two greatest
research tools for
historians I have ever
seen.”*

"Thank you 1000 times for making
my dissertation work immeasurably
easier.“*
* Unsolicited comments from scholars via website

“Your spectacular
database has totally
transformed my
professional life.“*

“The benefits to
genealogists continue
to astonish.”

-- Leslie Corn, New York
Genealogical and Biographical Society

